Guy Fieri® kitchen tools and gadgets are engineered with exciting, eye-catching designs and signature styling. His passion for cooking comes through in every detail with exciting personal touches that deliver an exceptional culinary experience to at-home chefs across America.

**SIGNATURE SERIES Tools & Gadgets Collection**

The Signature Series brings Guy’s big and bold style to the kitchen. The designs and features are inspired by Guy’s personal preferences and experiences as a chef and restaurateur. The dishwasher-safe tools and gadgets are made of heavy-weight materials that feature stainless steel and cast heads, and ergonomic handles for comfort during daily meal preparation.

Check it out!

- **Big Burger Turner**
  This burger turner has added strength in the neck for smashing burger meat into patties. The stainless steel head is heavy-duty commercial quality.

- **Pizza Wheel**
  The “real deal” Pizza Wheel is oversized with a cast body and thumb grip. The wheel is uniquely designed with a ridge that helps prevent cheese from sticking to the blade. Rock out the perfect slice!

- **Meat Tenderizer**
  This unique, four-sided meat tenderizer features a heavy-duty cast head with a variety of tenderizing surfaces.

- **Garlic Press**
  This slim-standing garlic press features a built-in cleaning tool and slicer. Smash in the flavor!

- **Odor Absorbing Splatter Screen**
  Absorb unwanted cooking odors as you cook! This splatter screen features a carbon fiber filter sandwiched between two metal mesh screens. The stainless steel handle folds for easy storage.

Additional items in the Signature Series line include:

- Grill Turner
- Can Opener
- Bottle Opener
- Chicken Rotisserie

— more —
**GUY FIERI® Tools & Gadgets Collection**

The Guy Fieri® tool and gadget line incorporates style, function, strength, and durability for a set of kitchen tools that are red hot! The unique flame design on the handle reflects Guy’s fiery personality, while the superior functionality speaks to his expertise as a chef. These dishwasher-safe tools and gadgets are displayed on uber-cool packaging that incorporates tattoo artwork from Guy’s tattoo artist for a look that is all about Guy!

A few highlights from the collection include:

- **Avocado Slicer**
  Rock your guac! This avocado slicer features a patented dual-scoop-and-slice head.

- **Cruisin’ Waiters Corkscrew**
  Inspired by Guy’s Ryder SS yellow Camaro, this corkscrew has it all!

- **Whisks**
  Available in 10-inch and 12-inch sizes, these whisks feature a security loop that helps to keep the stainless steel wires secure for efficient whisking.

- **Silicone Spatula**
  This heavy-duty beechwood-handled spatula is available with assorted colorful silicone heads. Available in 12- and 14-inch sizes.

- **Beechwood Tools**
  From 14-inch to 16-inch sizes, these extra-long beechwood spoons and turners “got ya covered.”

Additional items in the Guy Fieri collection include:

- Grill Turner
- Burger Turner
- Slotted Turner
- Short Turner
- Flex Turner
- Basting Spoon
- Slotted Spoon
- Nylon Scoop Tongs
- 9-inch & 12-inch Locking Tongs
- Strainers
- Asian Strainer
- Double Blade Salad Chopper
- Potato Masher
- Molcajete
- Pizza Wheel
- Long Grater
- Can Opener
- Pyramid Grater
- Bottle Opener
- Euro Peeler
- Ice Cream Scoop
- Wood Rolling Pin
- Measuring Cups and Spoons
- 5-quart Colander
- Easel Back Timer
- Ceramic Crock

Call 800-252-3390 to learn more about Guy Fieri® cookware, kitchen tools and gadgets, cutting boards, and pantryware from Lifetime Brands.
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